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eritas Magazine: Hello
Michael, and welcome to
Veritas Magazine. For those
of you who do not know Michael
Horn, he’s been researching the Billy
Meier UFO case in Switzerland since 1979.
He has his own radio show to which he shares
the view of Billy Meier on extra-terrestrials,
and starred and wrote a feature-length
documentary about Billy’s story called “The
Silent Revolution of Truth.” Thanks so much
for taking the time to meet with us today.
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Anybody that is
alive now more
than likely has had quite a
number of previous
incarnations.
Michael Horn: Thank you, I’m glad to be
able to do this.

An interview
with

Michael
Horn
(Part 1)

VM: So Michael, for those of us who
are not familiar with Billy Meier, can you
briefly explain who Billy Meier is?
MH: Sure. Billy Meier is, as of our
recording tonight, a 73-year-old man
living in Switzerland. He has one arm
(he lost his arm in 1965), and he claims
that ever since he was a 5-year-old boy,
he’s been having voluntary, wide-awake,
face-to-face meetings with extra-terrestrial
human beings (called Plejaran’s), and that
these contacts which have spanned some

69 years, have resulted in
V M :
his having learned many
How did you
things and also accumulated
actually
get
ier
Me
ly
Bil
the most stunning collection
involved with Billy
of physical UFO evidence in the
yourself, Michael?
form of photographs, films, videos,
MH: Well, it all started
sound recording and metal samples. All in 1979 when I walked into a bookstore
of these samples were presented by him in the Los Angeles area and saw a kind
to investigators of the world long before of coffee table book, you know, the kind
home computers, photo shop and special of large, square or sometimes rectangular
effects were available.
books full of photographs that adorn coffee
tables around the world, and this one

happened to have, not only on the front of
the book but also inside, UFO photos taken
by this man Billy Meier, and they were
stunningly clear and very compelling. The
book contained some photos of him and
other people involved in his investigative
team, information about the photos,
other evidence, etc. So, it totally captured
my attention and when I looked at this
and when I read it, my first instinct was
that this was genuine. This had a ring of
authenticity about it, it exceeded in quality
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information. There are
anything I’d seen in
stories and people who
movies up until that
have come forward
time, and when I
and presented some
looked in there
very compelling
and saw that
information that
this man was a
seems to have been
one-armed Swiss
verified that would
man, an often
lead someone to
called “simple”
accept the idea
Swiss
farmer
Michael Horn
that they either lived
living in a rugged
the lives in the past
rural area southeast of
Billy Meier
that they were speaking
Zurich in rather serious
about, different lifetimes,
conditions with nothing
or that somehow they absorbed that
luxurious, certainly not the center of
any technological development going up, information, and maybe innocently believe
it rang true for me and of course to this that this was their past life, whatever the
day I hold a conviction, but I hold it more case may be.
firmly based on 31 years of research into
every aspect of the case that I could, and
The spirit that now
that book and experience kind of launched
is dwelling within
me into this pursuit for the past 31 years.
the personality of Billy
VM: Terrific. That leads me to my next
question. Billy, as you mentioned, is
Meier was, in previous
living in this remote area in Switzerland
incarnations, dwelling
and he seems like a very shy, reserved and
within Enoch, Elijah,
unassuming kind of guy. So why do you
Isaiah, Jeremiah,
think he was actually chosen as the key
Jmmanuel and
contact?
MH: Well, just a couple of things, a little
Mohammed; and that
bit to say about his nature. Let’s say that it
doesn’t mean that any of
isn’t so much that he’s shy; he is reclusive
these people were the
because of his self-imposed demands. With
previous people, because
his experiences and with publishing his
writing, plus his own family obligations
as I said before, it is not a
and duties where he lives and works with
personality.
his group, he does not seek the limelight.
He does not do interviews or run around
In this material we are told that the
with lectures to try to convince anybody of
anything, and he can be quite forceful if human being, every human being
he needs to. He’s just a very well rounded certainly on this planet and
human being, I’d say. He certainly has anywhere else they may
chosen a certain degree of reasonableness exist, has within him
and modesty, but if he needs to speak up or her, a human spirit
for himself, I’ve seen him do it. He’s just distinct from what’s
commonly called
kind of a regular person.
As for why he was chosen for this, and the soul. The soul,
basically
especially at such a young age, in order being
around
to explain that, I have to bring into the located
equation the idea of reincarnation. In the solar plexus,
temporary,
our world today, and probably still yet is
for a long time to come, reincarnation and at death, the
is either something that people believe soul along with
personality
is true or they don’t believe is true. We the
don’t know for sure; and with the rarest dissolves. The spirit,
exceptions, we don’t have really good hard this eternal, immortal
evidence of past lives for anybody. I say part of us, according to
“with rare exceptions” because there is the information in this case,
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is a kind of very minute, virtual hologram
of the universe in a sense. It’s a hard piece,
an energetic simile for the universe, of
what they call “the creation,” that has the
potential and purpose to manifest the
potential of re-emerging back as a very
powerful, wise force if you will, back into
the creation, back into the universal energy,
after many billions of years of experience in
the human form, from the densest bodies
to even lighter bodies. I’m trying not to
digress, but giving you a little painting
here.
So, the human spirit, this immortal part
of us, is not a personality. It is never Robert,
Brian, Michael, Jane, Joe or whatever. It is
a neutral energetic force that reincarnates
countless millions of times in different
personalities and bodies sequentially, if you
will. Anybody that is alive now more than
likely has had quite a number of previous
incarnations. That is, the spirit form has
incarnated previously and will continue
to for a long time, and that means that a
man could be a woman in another life, you
can conceivably change races, whatever
it is. But you won’t generally have any
recollection or knowledge of it.
Now, in the case of Meier, what we’re told
here is that the spirit that currently enlivens
this man Billy Edward Albert Meier is an
enormously ancient spirit form, so ancient
in fact that it had already gone through
the evolutionary process over billions of
years obviously very long ago, and was in
the lower levels of the spiritual planes that
are not material, where there are no bodies
but the spirits

themselves. There is not much I can do
with this information at this point except
lay it out as best I can, and with my own
limited understanding.
For reasons that are contained within
the information of the case, that spirit,
in a very unique occurrence, volunteered
to come back into another incarnational
cycle for the purpose of doing work on
different worlds as different human
beings. As prophets, if you
will, who would work
with an advanced extraterrestrial race to try
to bring back into
sanity,
reason,
logic, knowledge,
w i s d o m ,
understanding,
peace, harmony,
love,
freedom,
justice and joy, as far
as we’re concerned, the
human beings that dwell
on planet earth.

The Spirit
MH: There is a long history and story
about the spirit, what it had done before
in its previous incarnation. So in terms of
the more recent and pertinent history, this
spirit form has incarnated 6 previous times
as special prophets in our past on earth. We
know the names Enoch (or in German they
call him “Henoch,” but I’ll just give the
English names), Elijah, Jeremiah, Isaiah,
Jmmanuel and Mohammed. Now, I said
Jmmanuel and most of us are not familiar
with there being a Jmmanuel unless we
know at Christmas time some songs we
sing about Jmmanuel, those people who
know the Old Testament, and anyone who
knows it knows far better than I, know that
in Isaiah 7:14 (I think it is) he foretells the
coming of Jmmanuel as the prophet who
would come as a significant prophet of
the future. And in the New Testament,
during the birth of Jesus, at one point
there is a slip-up and they say his name
will be “Jmmanuel1.” So, what we are told
1 The name Jmmanuel is mentioned, with
different spellings, in the Old Testament, Isaiah 7:14:
“Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign.
Behold, a young woman shall conceive and bear
a son, and shall call his name Imman’u-el.” And we
find it again in the New Testament, Matthew 1:23:
“Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and
his name shall be called Emmanuel.” Billy Meier’s

The soul, being
basically located
around the solar plexus,
is temporary, and at
death, the soul along
with the personality is
dissolving.
here is that there have been six prophets,
all of whom with personalities and six
various names, had the same originating
spirit, which of course also evolved in
each lifetime. The one after Jmmanuel
would be Mohammed, and the one after
insists on spelling it with an initial J instead of an I or
an E. The stated reason is that he was commanded
to do so by the Plejarans.

Mohammed would be Billy Meier. It is not
necessary to believe any of this, no one can
prove it; it’s simply inferred. This is simply
what this is about. It doesn’t make Meier
a celebrity; he doesn’t get special perks
obviously. A man who has been the target
of 21 assassination attempts may feel like
his life isn’t exactly completely and totally
without some significant challenges.
So, the Plejaran people, taking advice
from even more highly developed human
beings in the Andromeda system, took up
contact with young Billy Edward Albert
Meier and at the same time, they didn’t
actually know (the Andromedans) the
origin of the spirit forms. They simply
knew that it was a very old spirit form that
would have the capability in the current
personality, being educated, mentored and
tutored, to fulfill the role of the prophet
for the new time or the new age. That’s
October/November | 53
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kind of the elongated version of something
I wanted to make sure to say.
VM: That’s interesting. So, what we
know of the person we know as Jesus was
in fact Jmmanuel?
MH: Right. And the many things about
the person called Jesus are just outright
falsifications, since there was no Jesus
according to this information. That’s
an entire falsification, but they took the
information and text as well that was
written down by Judas Iscariot, and they
falsified the life of this man to make
him into a deity, and that he had been
resurrected from dying on the cross.
The information contained in this case
is that, indeed, there was a crucifixion
which Jmmanuel knew was
coming and didn’t relish, but he
knew he had to walk through
it and that there were a
number of people who
were prepared for this,
including the Hebrews
from India who’d been
brought in. And he
survived it by having
been trained for many
years, and we have the
lost years of Jesus even
in the New Testament.
He was trained in very
deep states of meditation
by meditation masters who
were in the Himalayas 2,000
years ago, and that was a lot of
what brought him into developing the
54 | October/November

ability to control himself under extreme
duress such as most human beings will
never hopefully ever know. And that for
three days and nights, he was ministered
to, and then he was revived due to his own
meditative powers and due to the healing
from the Hebrews from India; and that he
survived the crucifixion and that he actually
ended up living in India. Currently there
is some information linked from my site2.
Again I should say first, we’re not
trying to start a new belief system, cult,
religion or anything. Quite the contrary,
the material is quite dedicated to getting
people loosened up and thinking their way
out of their beliefs so that they can become
rational. If they find something they believe
happens to be proven to be true, well great.
Now you don’t have to believe; you can
know it. But it’s quite clear that this whole
time led to horrendous things that we are
still suffering from, and that in fact all of
the prophets who have come ended up
having their own teaching, corrupted into
different religions. Judaism, Christianity,
Islam; those three religions, of course, each
being the true and pure right religion, are
at each others’ throats and along with their
own adherents and followers, they are hellbent (if you will) to take the rest of the
world down with them. Of course, there
are also secular powers that want to do all
sorts of nasty stuff, but religions have been
enormously culpable for so much damage
on this planet for thousands of years. It can
also
fairly be said
t h a t

2 http://www.theyfly.com
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this is an enormous part of the mission to
help people break loose, especially from
religion, and consequently from politics
and stuff.
VM: Michael, I want to keep on this
particular area for a little bit, so just to
clarify: this spirit form which is Billy
Meier was in fact the same spirit form as
Jesus, Mohammed, and some of the other
prophets that you actually mentioned. Is
that correct?
MH: Well, I’ll state it this way. The spirit
that now is dwelling within the personality
of Billy Meier was, in previous incarnations,
dwelling within Enoch, Elijah, Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Jmmanuel and Mohammed; and
that doesn’t mean that any of these people
were the previous people, because as I said
before, it is not a personality. It doesn’t
take on a personality. It dwells within the
human who is and has a personality and
consciousness. So, if anyone says, “Well,
Billy Meier claims to be Jesus.” No, nobody
was Jesus. And in terms of Jmmanuel, only
Jmmanuel was Jmmanuel, and Billy is a
totally different person, as was Mohammed
and each of the prophets preceding them.
VM: And apparently a female by
the name of Asket took Billy into a
spaceship, or beam ship as they call

So, what we
are told here is
that there have been
6 prophets, all of
whom with
personalities and
six various names, had
the same origination
spirit, which of course
also evolved in each
lifetime.

them, and revealed to him the future and
the past, and in his travels he actually met
Jesus?
MH: According to Meier, he did indeed
meet Jmmanuel and there is a transcript
in our film “The Silent Revolution
of Truth,” where he talks a
little about that. But,
there is a transcript
where there is more
information
about that; it’s
on the Internet.
It may be
linked from my
site and if not,
at some point
I’ll be putting it
back up or I’ll put
a link to where it is.
It’s quite an interesting
conversation.
Again, there’s obviously no
obligation for anybody to believe it. They
might find it a little unusual in and of itself.
It’s just a very interesting thing to read.
There are four people who are involved in
that episode: there is Asket, and Meier of
course, Jmmanuel and there was a Russian
guy who ended up coming with them on

this time traveling trip, and it really blew
the Russian guy’s mind. We’re talking
late 50’s I think, and this guy had been a
religious Christian and he experienced this.
Meier literally has to pop him one on the
nose to straighten him out because
the guy is freaking out.
It’s like his reality was
altered significantly,
so it’s quite an
interesting story.
In a sense
it’s interesting,
but
there’s
only so much
we can do
with it. We
can
simply
say that it’s the
same teaching that
each of the previous
prophets,
including
Jmmanuel, brought once again
through Meier for the people of earth,
and this time it won’t be corrupted. This
time, we have a world full of people who
can read and write. In previous times, it
was limited to a very few. This time it will
be preserved electronically, as it already is,
and disseminated in an uncorrupted form
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that people can always compare any alleged
version of the teaching with. So that is
pretty much a given. The fact that it will
still take a very long time for all of us to
fulfill its purpose is another story.
Michael Horn is the Authorized American Media
Representative for the Billy Meier Contacts (www.
theyfly.com), which he has researched since 1979
(and proved to be absolutely authentic).
Michael’s very eclectic background includes: awardwinning film director, film producer, prize-winning
painter, designer/creator of the still popular
fashion fad “fingernail art” (featured in Harper’s
Bazaar magazine), award-winning songwriter,
one of the first creators of digital online book
publishing (eBooks), music and video producer,
science researcher, national and international
lecturer, frequent media guest, published writer,
credentialed teacher, humorist and pioneer
in commercial water purification applications
(Starbucks)
*Stay tuned for Part 2 of the interview with Michael
Horn in a future edition of Veritas Magazine.

Call to
Action

Spiritual
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The Pleiades

1. Google ‘Billy Meier
2. Google ‘Plejaran’
3. Compare the teachings of the
prophets mentioned
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Do you think Nostradamus, the
famous 16th century “Prophet of
Provence,” was some kind of a
magician, perhaps a doctor, astrologer, and seer, too? If so, Peter
Lemesurier’s revelation that he
was really just an ordinary man using an equally ordinary technique
may come as a shock.
book	

After re-examining the original
sources, Lemesurier concludes
that Nostradamus was in fact
neither a doctor nor an astrologer,
nor even (by his own admission)
a prophet. He merely believed
that history repeats itself, thus and
projected known past events onto
the future. To do so, he used the
process of biblimancy – randomly
selecting extracts of randomly
chosen books, then claiming
“divine inspiration”.
Unsurprisingly, he has almost
never been proved right.

PRICE $44.95 - Code: 033
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